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Volume V, Numbe~ 4

Portland Campus

September 27, 1971

Board Of Trustees Acts On
Tuition, Fees, Police ·And Fines
The Univ~rsity of Maine
Board of Trustees met last
Thursday at the Machias campus and decided several issues and put off others.

Some Tuition To Be
Returned To Students
Any revenue raised by
tuition increases earmarked
but not used for classified
and faculty salary increases
would be returned, in some
form, to students.
The Board said until all
questions are answered finally and any further wage and
price freeze policies are
announced, it would not know
how much revenue might be
involved, and hence it could
not announce the form any
refunds would take.
In other announcements
clarifying the wage and price
freeze answers received from
the state and federal government, the Board said:
Tuition increases announced
·previously would stand.
Salary increases fo~ bonafide
promotions would be allowed.

cable to large segments of
the student population (including adult students) was of
grea·t concern to the Board of
Trustees. Prior to any changes
in this group of student costs
the Board declared that it intends to review and approve any
proposed change.
Unless circumstances dictate otherwise,
these major and general fees
will be announced, stated the
trustees, well in advance of
the effective period in order
that . adequate planning time
would be available to the student.
The new policy states that
the use and management of the
student activfty fee will be
developed by each campus and
approved .?dministratively by
the Chancellor.
Changes to the amount of the
fee
will come from the recogApproval Of Fees
nized student governing body on
The Board of Trustees clari- each campus and authorized
fied the administrative proafter a referendum approved by
cedures having to do with apthe student body in th~ Spring
proval of student fees.
Exsemester and approval by the
cept for · student activity fees, respective President and then
tuition, fees, board and room
(con't on page five)
costs and other charges appli-

Salary increases for 12
month appointments, effective
on or before Aug. 1, would be
allowed.
Salary increases for classifiea employees effective
Aug. l would be allowed.
Salary increases for classified employees announce as
effective Oct. 1 would be
postponed.
Salary increases for Continuing Education instructors
would be postponed.
Salary increases for employees on nine month contracts effective Sept. l
would be postponed.
The Board said it had not
recieved answers to questions
concerning retroactive salary
increases.

SAC Up set Over
Student Involvement
UMPG's Student Affairs Committee passed an urianimous
resolution last Friday in takinq a stand on student representation on the Liberal Arts
Dean Search Committee. Pro
Tempore Chairman Jerry Mccann
reported that he naa oeen contacted by the Secretary of
the Search Committee, Professor James Roberts.
Roberts
~equested the urgent appointment of four students for the
Search committee, saying
that that was the number of
students who had served on
last Spring's search committee
before it was discharged.
Thus this new Search Committee
would be constituted of four
students, plus a faculty
representive from each department of the College of Liberal
Arts--four students and
fifteen faculty.
In a letter dated February
11, 1971, Dr. George Connick,
the Director of Academic
Planning, asked for 3 students
(2 Portland, l Gorham) and 4
faculty (2 Gorham, 2 Portland)

·Veterans Do Not Dave
To Take Phys Ed

President Louis Calisti
has eliminated the requirement that veterans take
physical education. At the
to serve on the original
same time deans of all colSearch Committee.
Those seats
leges were given the authorwere then filled.
Sensing the apparent dispro- ity to waive the requireportionate standing of students ment for reasons "reflecting
unusual circumstances."
and faculty on this new comOther exemptions are any stumittee.
SAC members voted
dent who will be 30 years of
unanimously that a student
age when graduating, CED stufrom each department be seated
de.nts, and a student who has
on that committee.
a written medical excuse from
In a letter dated Sept. 22
the UMPG Health Service.
to Chairman Mccann from Prof.
Veterans have always been
Roberts, it was pointed out
exempted from physical equcathat on Friday Sept. 24 the
tion During the summer, unSearch Committee planned to
der
the encouragement of the
authorize invitations to
physical
education personnel,
three or four candidates to
the
Acting
Deandecided,
of Education,
to campus.
,,_come
__________________________________
.._.!1 william Wise,
without

Delp Wanted

consulting Calisti, that
veterans should take physical education. · calisti had
Two work-study people
indicated,
prior to the start
wanted immediately to be parkof
the
fall
classes, that he
ing lot attendants in the Falwould
look
into
the matter
mouth Street parking lot. Work
and
announc~
a
decision.
hours 6-8 p.m. Monday thru
Last year the Board of
Friday.
For further informaTrustees
delegated the
tion contact Millard MacCaslin
the Plant Deaprtment office power to Calisti to set the
._in
exemptions on physical eduat 3 Washburn Avenue.
cation . ·

____________________________________

.J_
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John O'Neill
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Ed Karras
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Meg Howard
George Foster
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Telegram States We
A.re Taken For A Ride

1
1

We Can All Yell Foul
We share the concern of the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs in the various current squabbles going on between
several departments.
Three particular battles infested . with
jealously, rivalry and stubbornness are disturbing both students and facult~.
So~utions are not difficult i f only we
had more enlightened and courageous administrators.
How~ver a model administrator does not make unilateral decisions without resorting to 'involvement of the concerned
parties.
The English faculty are upset over the Business faculty demanding ~h~± their students take a freshman composition course, an administrator orders the course offered
and then silences a fac~lty member sho expres;es disagreement
~ith the decision, chemistry_faculty are upset over involvsion of biology majors in their major introductory course.
A Biology faculty member is told that he can pot dissent.
Th~ Psychology faculty are upset beca ~ se the Education
faculty wants to list some pseudo-grad courses with a psychology prefix.
An administrator orders i t done without
proper consultatio~ or adequate knowledge of the situation.
It takes only a touch of genius to solve these problems, but
touches of genius are rare among UMPG administrators.
The Business faculty have no right to tell the English
faculty what they are to teach in a classroom.
Academic
fr~edom works both within and between departments.
If i t is
the opinion of the English faculty that freshman composition
is not · a worthwhile course, that is their area 6f expertise.
The Ch~mistry faculty has a primary responsibiLity to
build its own department.
The principle between English and
Business does not apply in thi~ case.
Biology is . asking
only to put its students in a course already offered.
Biology
is not asking for a basic chemistry course for just its ma- jors.
Iristead they ~re getting one shoved in their face.
The
only proper ans~er is for Chemistry not to impede the entrance of biology students into the course designed for its
own students.
At . the same time no special consideration
should be given when evaluating the individual student.
The answer to the Psychology-Education cont~oversy is
clear.
The administration should immediately change the
designations because they are not being taught by people
holding psychology degrees.
They should redefine, with
discussion with the Education faculty, the requirements for
a masters degree.
It is ludicrous for this institution to
offer psychology grad courses that would be laughed at i f
th e student tried to transfer to another grad program in the
.fi e ld.
·
We agree with th e Vic e -Presid e nt for Aca de mi c Affairs
that these problems should be resolve d at th e a d mi nistrative faculty l e v e l. 1 faut wi th t~ e administrat ive batt i n g a ve rag e
th us_ far and a r ~ al 1 a ck of c omm u n i c a t i o n, we c a n un de rs t an d
the growin g d is s a t isfa c tion , confu si on, an d ut ter h o peles sness th a t i s s e e th i n g down t o the s t u de n t .
The p e rs o.n who
qets chewe<;J. ·6u .t · ·py , the boss . t:akes i t out on his wife.
The
.faculty _memb:er who gets ': blocked, stymied and subjuga t ed by
the · administ;a. t ion 't -'akes -'i't .,out on his students.
Then the
administrator yells foul.
Well, we all have that right.

/

The M.aine Sunday Telegram
yesterdav in an editorial opin.ion commented that Ma-i ne
"students are bein~ taken for
a ride by high-profit mark-ups
on books ... " The Portlandbased paper stated that the
cost of books has gone up "a
whopping 17 percent," citing
Chancellor Donald McNeil as
their source.
Students at the University
of Maine are paying two million dollars in books this
year.
"Who ever dreamed this?"
begins the Telegram .
The
paper wondered why a non~profit
book store can not compete with
commercial operations.
The
university book-store knows
well in advance what titles to
stock, approximate number of
titles, what type of back up
titles to order and can sell
many non-academic items to reduce the price of books.
"The University of Maine,"
thinks the Telegram, "should
give high priority to seeing
how the student outlay for
books can be substantially reduced by at least $100,000
and perhaps up to $200,000 a
year."

The diving digital dexterous
is flung at Chemistry Professor Alan Smith who complainns
that Haig Najarian uses his
class t i me talking about h i m
and then Smith spends te n
minutes o f both his chemistry
lab and recitati o n t e lling his
students that they should
either ma ke th~ Viking more
reputable or shut it down.

Sept.

27, 1971
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UMPG Student Is
Youngest Eleeted

Allen Pease, UMPG Associate
Professor of Political Science
and Chairman of that department
will be leaving his university
- post in late January in order
to work full~time on Governor
Kenneth Curtis' staff.
Pease
has been working part-time for
the governor while being fulltime at the University.

On September 13, 1971, Tizz
Crowley was elected ward clerk
in the Auburn Municipal election making the 19 year old
UMPG sophomore the youngest
elected official in Maine.
Although she ran unopposed
for the position of ward clerk,
Tizz was involved in an unofficial race for the privilege
*
*
*
of being the youngest person
Although the fin~l figures
in the state to hold office.
will not be ready for another
Her 9pponent in this "race"
two weeks, Registrar Al Roberge was a Colby freshman, who
has roughly estimated that the
sought but lost a contest for
final enrollment will be near
a seat on the School Committhe 4,000 mark.
Roberge
tee of Ward 2 of Auburn.
stated, however, that the total
The new Ward clerk states
will probably include a large
her reason for ~eeking office
percentage of part-time stuwas a desire to serve the
dents.
community and to gain experiThe Jate enrollment figures, ence in governement operaaccording to Roberge, are due
tions.
to the difficulty experienced
A ward clerk acts as a secrein compiling class lists.
tary to the warden who is in
Roberge expects to have
charge of the voting poll in
the lists by this Wednesday.
his ward on an election day.
*
*
*
Among the ward .clerk's duties
The competition will close
is totalling the votes on the
soon for graduate students
official return.
Both the
wishing to study overseas
ward clerk and the warden
during this academic year
receive $2.00 an hour for
under the Fullbright-Hays
their work on election day.
Act.
Approximately 540
students will be selected.
Any grad student desiring
further information should
contact Allan Whitmore in
the Portland campus Gymnasium.

Tizz CRowley, UMPG sophomore
political scietice major, is reported to be the youngest
elected official in Mainee

"One thing that makes me
mad", states Miss Crowley,
who also serves on the UMPG
Council and Student Affairs
Committee, "is that people
say you are just a ward
clerk, but at least I took
the initiative to run.
Most
people leave the affairs of
government to som~one else,"
she concluded.

New Telephone Line·s Beautg And The Beast
To Be Installed
At Gorham This Week

Communication between the
Portland and Gorham campuses
*
*
*
may be improved in the next
A Free Angela Davis march
few weeks.
In the works apand rally will be held this
pears to be a few more trunk
afternoon at 4 p.m. frqm the
lines for Gorham and a new
Portland City Hall to the
system of about four lines
Federal Building on Forest
that will allow a person to
Avenue.
call directly from on campus
The event is being jointly
to the other.
sponsored by the Portland
The biggest problem in the
Angela Davis Defense Committee, establishment of the lines apthe local chapter of the NAACP; pears to be a communication
the Young Workers' Liberation
problem itself.
Nobody knows
League, and the Women's Rights
who to talk to.
Harold Purdy,
Uni on.
the Commercial Consultant of
the New Endland Telephone and
Telegraph
Company in Augusta,
*
*
M_i .c :s r.r1thAr .i nA Rr1nr.rnFt
states that the time of compleBeatley will offer an in-depth
tion "is difficult to say,
analysis of Shakespeare's
because we are involved in
Othello in ten Tuesday forenoon getting some equipment and so
classes beginning October 5.
on."
Registration for the class,
"I'm not exactly sure just
which will be held from
what is involved," condluded
1 O: O O to 11: 30; may be obtained Purdy.
He promised to check
from the Portland CED office.
into i t this week and to report back.
Arthur Mayo, Assistant to
*
*
*
The Business Club is holdthe President, reports that the
ing meetings Thursdays at
direct dial system will work
1:15 p.m. in 410 Luther Bonney
much the same way as outside
Hall during the fall semester.
calls do presently. AcerThe club invites all UMPG
tain number on the phone will
students whether they are
be designated (e.g. 6}.
A
business majors or not £0
person dials the 6 and is then
attend the sessions.
on the other exchange at the
other campus switchboard.
He *
*
then has a dial tone and dials
*
A selection committee has
the extension he wants on the
been set up to nominate stuother campus.
dents to Who's Who Among StuThere has been considerable
dents in American Universities
difficulty since the beginning
and Colleges.
Anybody wishing
of the school year with teleto nominate a student should
phoning the Gorham campus.
submit his or her name to the
Either the switchboard is
Portland Studen~ Affairs Office busy or Gorham teiephone
by this Friday.
·1ines are busy.

The Blackbird Theatre offers
a unique opportunity to the
UMPG community as the ~roup
travels to Gorham from
Portland to present a series
of performances and workshops.
This Thursday will
bring Beauty and the Beast
while Friday will see a world
premiere of a Blackbird
Theatre originalr Both performances will be at 8 p.m.
in Russell Hall.
Open workshops for interested students and faculty
will be conducted on Wednesday and Thursday at 1 p.m.
in Russell Hall.
At this
time memhP.rs of the group
will display ~echniques, ~nswer questions, and .lead
workshop participants through
some of their special exercises.

NEED HELP?
FREE CONSULTATION
ON PROBLB1 PREGNANCIES

ABORTIONS AS LOW AS $150.00
7 DAYS 24 HRS.

CALL

215-879-3100
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION . .. ALL YOU NEED
DO IS CALL US. WE WILL ARRANGE FOR IMMEDIATE
SCHEDULING INTO ACCREDITED HOSPITALS AND THEIR
OUT.PATIENT CLINICS. UTILIZING CERTIFIED OBSTETRI·
CIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS. THE FINEST MEDICAL
CARE AVAILABLE AT THE LOWEST PRICES FOR SUCH
SERVICES. IF YOU ARE PREGNANT. DO NOT DELAY. CALL
US IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE. YOU ARE ENTITLED TO
THE BEST CARE THERE IS.

ETHICAL ABORTION REFERRAL
215 879 3100
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Quote
''Insulting''

Sept.

27, 1971

For fear of being misunderstood I only want to clarify that my indignation is not
caused by your use of the
word ass.
Strong words and
realities can be used to defend and promote the highest
ideals.
Sincerely,
Yves F. Dalvet

To the Editor:
The last issue of The
Viking included, in its last
(Ea. Note)
We agree with
page, an item which you chose
the
sentiments
expressed in
to publish in heavy type across
this
letter.
The
inclusion
the page. You presented it
of
the
quote
was
done
to show
with an affected and non-coman expression or feeling that
mittal tone of innocence as
se~eral faculty members had.
though you wished you did not
To prevent that ~xpression
have to publish it but felt .
from appearing above ground :
obliged to do so by your rewould
further tighten the
sponsibility to report all the
tensions
and cement disagreenews.
ments.
The
quote was run off
On the preceding page you
on
a
ditto
machine
and only
described the mission of The
a
few
faculty
members
saw it.
Viking in terms which are
We
did
not
necessarily
agree
totally betrayed by your publiwith
i
t
but
thought
i
t
our
cation of such a grossly indu t y to rep or t i t . 1 whe th e _r
sulting text. You may report
we
were right or wrong is for
that you did not invent this
each
individual to decide.
"motion", that it was actually
There
are few people in the
passed out, and even perhaps
university
community that we
that it was written by a farespect
more
than the author
culty member.
If this were
of
this
letter.
To him and
true it could only show once
others
who
may
have
been
more that graduate studies,
offended,
we
apologize.
' Our
diplomas, sch6larship do not
duty
is
not
to
offend
but
to
constitute a sufficient criinform.
teiion to ascertain good taste,
common sense and ryspect of
others.
.
·
You assumed the responsibility of editing the only
weekly newspaper of this
campus, this gives you a large
A new section of the
share in shaping tpe image ~f
course entitled Group Dynamics
this campus community, self(Edu 331) is being offered,
image and public image as well.
starting October 4th.
Dorothy
You heard or read something
Moore will be teaching the
which belongs to the literary
course which will -take place
genre of the men's room grafon Mondays between 1 and 3
fitp, a statement so embaro'clock.
Students will be
rassingly vulgar that you
able to Add-Drop until that
should have ignored it, if not
time.
protested against it.
Instead
The course description exyou chose to give it a large and plains the course as a "study
public diffusion.
In · doing so
of the nature of group proYou personally assumed its ·
cess and one's own functioning
vulgarity.
.
in a group. Problems of
The difficulties presented
leadership, roles filled, and
by the merger have created
techniques will be integral
many tensions on both camparts of the course.
The depus~s, many disagreements.
veloping awareness of one's
These are frustrating times
self in relation to others ·
which must not make us lose
in a group will be of impormutual respect. and self-respect. tapce.
Specific techniques
Verbal insults are ·a type of
will include reading, leader- .
violence which reaches much
ship of other groups, and
more deeply than physical ·
participation in a seminar
blo~s. The victim has no
. planned . fa ~id in the explora~
other defense than _sile~ce.
tion of leadership styles of
.Vice-President MacLeod and
self and others. Open to
Mr. Slavick are two persons
upper class tindergraduates
with whom anyone has a total
and graduate· students. No
li~erty to disagree. Yet
prerequisites. Limited entheir intentions cannot be
rollment. First come first SU&pected. They both have a ,·
3 credit-I
; serve . .. Enro·11 now.
dee'p sensitiveness _ to human :
hours.
,. ,
vatues and a remarkable q~diTwo ·;,ections of the course:
cation to the welfare of' this .... · are now ~being offered at
"
uni.versi ty. They are m\,),.S t
·:· · Gorham taught ' by Robert
art,iculate and most reqeptive
· Southworth.
to cri ticism, discusss'i'6n,
suggestion.
lnsult• them
Political Science
can only show a de~p infer~
iority.
Majors To Meet
You owe an apology to all
your readers for this new
·The UMPG Poli ti cal Science
and stinking contribut±on to
Major's
Association meets this
the current half-truths, abuse
Thursday
in 402 Luther Bonney
and self abuse with which it
at
2:30
p.m.
Political scihas- become so fashionable to
ence
and
criminal·
justice
pollute the atmosphere of
majors
are
urged
to
attend.
this campus community.

Stop in and see for
yourself. , Try us for · an
afternoon break when traveling between campuses.
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
WESTGATE CENTER
1408 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE 04102

Group Dynamics
Course Added .

~--

i

Joy
A new exp(ession of love
from Orange Blossom.
As beautiful as
faith, hope, and peace.

.

1

ro

Downtown Portland
SOUTHERN MAINE'S EXCLUSIVE
HONE OF
ORANGE BLOSSOM DIAMONDS

.

.
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Trustees Meeting
(con't from page one)
the Chancellor.
The Board will confirm annually the student activity
fees along with tuition, room
and board and other fees.
The Board then turned to
the many fees that are applicable to a specific course, a
small group of participating
students, or a special segment
of the University. Approval
of such fees was delegated to
the Chancellor who, in turn,
may delegate the responsibility
to the appropriate administrative unity.
In this category
are such fees as car registration, parking fees, swimming
fees, laboratory fees, seminar
fees, non-credit and short
course fees, materials fees
and so forth.

Student Activity Fees
The Trustees approved all
requests that came to them
for changes this year of
student activity fees from the
various campuses . The changes
w~re as follows: Portland campus from $15 to $16 ; Gorham
campus from $25 to $16; Farmington from $25 to $35; Machias from $25 to $30 and Fort
Kent from $25 to $30. The
Chancellor had already approved
the requests from Orono($12),
Bangor ($12), Augusta ('$6) and
Presque Isle ($25).
The Chancellor and the campus
presidents, according to an
earlier decision, would have
the "responsibility for auditinq expenditures" from the
.activity fee.
This decision
arose over the Abortion Loan
Fund established last year by
the Orono Student Senate.

T HE

UMPG

P ag e

V I K I NG

control of the un i vers i t y ,
possess a l l the powers of
policemen in criminal cases."

Approval Of Traffic
Violation Fees
The same legislation that
provided for appointment of
University Police (LD 1835)
permitted the Board of Trustees to adopt the provisions
of the Revised Statues relating to prima facie evidence
arid the establishment of a
waiver of court action by
payment of specified fees.
That part -0f the law reads:
"The trustees may make rules
and .regulations for the control, movement and parking of
vehicles within the limits of
the property owned by or under the control of the university.
Such rules and regulations shall have the same force
and effect as municipal ordinances and District Courts
are authorized to impose fines
not to exceed $10 for each
violation.
The trustees, by
resoluticn, may adopt the provisions of the Revised Statutes."
· The Trustees adopted the
provisions and then established
the traffic violation fees for
the Orono and Bangor campuses.
They set . fines from one to
three dollars for various offenses, effective October 1,
1971.

Alcohol Policies Working
Herb Fowle, Vice-Chancellor
for Finance, announced that all
campuses had instituted an alcohol policy and that, except
for somA parental complaints
from the Farrrington campus and
minor problems, the permitting
of alcohol seems to have reduced excessive drinking and
campus_ littering. He noted
that there is a problem of
minors drinking in the campus
dormitories but that in most
part the rules and regulations
governing alcbhol have been
obeyed.

_..,.

Other Matters

The Board confirmed that
liability insurance, although
encouraged, would not be re- .
quired for parking privileges
at any of the ·university campuses. A report was also given
on the Disciplinary Code and
its use during the last academic year.
The Board will hold their
next meeting at the University
of Maine at Portland-Gorham.

lnforma~i~~ A I O l 7 / 0 #
Counselling, Referrals..tpllfllr
For conf1dent1al and ff
fV5
personal help call (21 2) 838 0 71 0

r

~;g~~~~f~:~ I ADVICE FOR WOMEN, INC

Jeans. Slacks. Shirts. Jackets. Socks. Western Wear. Boots.

er
BJ

Free Transcript Fees
The Board of Trustess approved a policy stating that
student grade transcripts will
be furnished other University
of Maine campuses without ·
charge. This matter was dis. cussed and approved at a recent meeting of the Administrative Council. The Council,
composed of all the campus
presidents, meets secretly
with the Chancellor each month,
usually a week before the Board
meets.
Both the Council and
the Chancellor had recommended
the transcript change.
CAMPUS POLICE GETS FULL POWERS
The Board made its first appoint~ents under a new law
giving campus police the same .
powers as municipal police. At
the University's request, the
105th legislature passed, and
Governor Curtis signed into
law, legislation which permits
the Board of Trustees to appoint campus police officers.
The law states that "the
trustees of the University of
Maine may appoint persons to
act as policemen who shall,
within the limits of the property owned by or under the

Wrangler® Jeans and Mr. Wrangler® Sportswear at

GIANT STORES
NORTH GATE PLAZA
7387 AUBURN ST.
PORTLAND, MAINE

5

GIANT STORES
WATERMAN DRIVE
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE
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·Little Leagues
Aren't Big Leagues
by Donald R. McNeil
Last week we presented the conclusion of the three part
series entitled "JUMARIYAH" by Haig Najarian.
This week we
asked the
Chancellor of the University of Maine i f we could
reprint an article he wrote ten years ago when he ~as a fre~
· lance writer L n Arizona.
He agreed.
It appeared in Parents
Magazine and was condensed by t~e R:aders Diges.
Any other
member of the universit~ community is encouraged to present
articles for publication.

"Strike Two!" the umpire
was, "Well, what happened to
bawls, ana the nine-year-old
you tonight?" One father
steps back from the plate.
pulled out a note pad and went
He reaches n~rvously for
over his son's mistakes play
some dirt to dry his sweating
by play. Another father
palms.
Back in the batter's
dressed down his son for strikbox, he paws the grou~d with
ing out twice.
In five minhis rubber cleats. His 68
utes the parents had underpounds of young bone and _
min~d every principle I had
muscle go taut as he crouches
set forth.
at the plate.
Our town has 12 Little
The pitcher throws~
The
League and 28 "Minor" League
boy watches the ball Sdil b~.
teams, enabling about 800
"Strike three!" the umpire
boys to play baseball.
calls.
_
Approximately 100 fathers
It is the third out, and the volunteer 10-15 hours a
partisan parents in the grandweek as managers, coaches,
stand howl with disappointment.
umpires and officials.
Like
"Don't just stand there, stupid!" thousands of other volunshouts one outraged voice. · "You teers in the country, we are
got to strike at it, Charlie!
there to help the boys, and
You got to try to hit it!"
certain concepts guide us.
It is the boy's father who
we stress the will . to win,
is shouting.
and we believe that enthusiasm,
The boy walks dejectedly to
even an occasional rhubarb, is
the bench for his glove. His
a part of baseball. And we
eyes stop for a moment in the
think that parents should be
grandstand.
He sees h~s f~ther
encouraged to support their
still waving his arms in disgust. boy and the team on which he
As the boy trots to his position plays.
But some parents have
on the field, it is obvious that exaggerated ideas of what conhe is crying.
stitutes support.
In front of
I witnessed this incident-teammates, managers, coaches
and many others just as heartand other parents, fathers and
breaking--last season as coach
mothers abuse their boys for
for one of our town's Little
. not fielding like Red
League teams.
This mon~h more
Schoendienst, hitting like
than one million boys will beMickey Mantle or pitching like
gin playing in the 5400
Vernon Law.
They humiliate
Little Leagues around the world
them with constant nagging
and their parents, once again,
criticism.
will begin to superimpose their
My blood still boils as I
own standard on a sport de~ecall the mother screaming
signed for children 8 to 12 years epithets at he~ eager little
of age.
boy of ten who unluckily. got
Little League baseba}l is
caught off first base for the
a splendid opportunity to teach
third out. And the foghornboys the basic facts of sports
voiced father who dictated from
and sportsmanship, teamwork and
the stands, by shouts and hand
fair play.
But all too many pa- signals, what pitches _his boy
rents spoil the opportunity by
should make when in trouble
putting unnecessary pre~sures on out on the mound.
And the
their youngsters, especially
fathers who pay money for
the pressure to win.
hits: extra money for ~xtra
One night last season my
base hits--ten dollars for a
team lost a close game.
I sat
home run in one family I know.
t h o whole team on the bench and
At this point, Little League
con gr a tulated them for trying,
baseball loses its purpose.
for acting like gentlemen.
I
Many of these parents are
said I couldn't have been simply worried about how the~
prouder of them if they had
will look in the eyes of their
won. Most of all, I said, it
neighbors.
They assume that
is as important to be a good
their son's actions somehow
loser as a gracious winner.
As
cast an unfavo~able reflection
I talked I could see their
on them.
spirits lifting.
I felt they
This distorted attitude was
had learned more than just how to most outrageously in evidence
play baseball that nig~t.
during . our Little League disBut as I mingled with the
trict tournament last year.
parents ·in the stands afterIn the playoffs, our team won
ward 1 I was shocked to hear
the first game.
Proud parents
swarmed down from the stands,
what they were saying to the
shouting congratulations.
They
boys.
The invariable theme
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lavished praise on the boys
and excitedly pounded one
another on the back.
The next
night our team, playing an even
better game, I thought, was
eliminated.
The same parents
stood gloomily in the s t ands.
No shouts of encouragemenr to
the boys who had gi v en their
best.
During the Little League
season, the chief target of
the win-at-any-cost parent is
the umpire, a volunteer like
the rest of us.
Ln the heat
of the moment, a certain amount of umpire-baiting is
understandable and conforms
to the long traditions of
our national game. But
Little League is not the
place to teach proficiency
in the art.
On our club, no
player is allowed to dispute
en umpire's decision.
Umpire-baiting by parents
creates an unwholesome attitude toward authority.
It
was the goading fury of a
parent that caus~d one bo~
to throw a rock at an umpire
after a game.
It was the
invective defiant parents
that caused five umpires in
our town to quit in midseason.
I maintain that the father
who teaches by his example
that rules are made to be
broken is training his boy
later in life to crib on school
examinations, run through
stop signs and cheat on his
income tax.
Little League officials
state that competition is an
important fact_ of life. ;But
Dr. Thomas E. Shaffer, professor of pediatrics at Ohio
State University, urges that
parents ask themselv~s these
questions: Do the children
really learn how to accept
defeat? Do they learn how to
get along with other people?
Children in the 8-to-12 age
group are ready for competition, says Dr. Shaffer, ~ut they should not be exploited
for the benefit of adults.
Yet too many competitive
leagues are organized with
backing from community groups
which seem to have no interest
in the principles of physical
education and recreation.
The answer to the problem,
I beliEve, is to encourage
the parents to see Little League
baseball in perspective.
If
they will, their boys will.
Some parents do see it that
way.
Last season one Little
Leaguer threw a tantrum on the
pitcher's mound because of a
close call py an umpire, and
his father, the manage r , un ceremoniously jerked h i m of f
the field.
One of our ~e arn
fathers congratulates every
player after a game and makes
it a point to buy refreshments
for the boys when th e team
loses, a sure mark t hat the re
-will be no exaggerated emphasis on victory.
Thousands of
~arents in the nati o n could
emulate this one ..
Parents can eithe r h e lp or
hinder but they can help most
if they will leave that Little
League alone.
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Ask The Viking
This column invites any
member of the university community to submit any question they might have on any
subject matter.
Names will
not be used and all communication is absolutely confidential.

Q.
How many dollars does
UMPG CED spend for its total
administrative staff (including secretaries, travel, etc.)
and what percent is this of
its total take in fees for
its courses?
A.
The total proposed
budget for CED for the next
year from June 1, 1971 to
May 31, _1972 is $1, 002-,723.
Of this, $758,475 (or 75.7
percent) is used for instructional salaries.
Non-faculty
salaries and other expenses
amount to the remaining
$244,248.

Q.
Is it true that some professors have had their salaries cut in CED courses
even though they are teaching
large (e.g. 45) sections?
If SO ·, why?
A.
Previously, CED paid
each regular instructor onetwelth of his annual salary
for each three credit course.
The Board of Trustees on August 10th instituted a new
uniform rate scale that pays
according to the faculty rank.
CED had not.: planned to ins titute the rate scale until
the spring.
Part-time instructors in
Lecture I and II classifications received more money under the new scale.
However a
great number of the faculty
took a huge drop in salary
with the new rate.
As in the day school, the
size of the classes has
nothing to do with the rate
of pay.
Relative to this, the
Board of Trustees decided
last Thursday that "salary
increases for Continuinq
Education instructors
would be postponed."

Q. Why does former President
Brooks continue to live in the
Presidents house on the Gorham
campus, and does he pay rent
to the State of Maine or to
UMPG?
A.
According to President
Brooks, he pays rent to the
University of Maine.
He was
not asked why he is still there
but i t is surmised the reason
is that he needs a place to
stay.
A check through various
adrr1nistrative sources in the
University of Maine and the
State Board of Education could
n o t ~ u p with the original

Q~
Is it true that the number__9f students in many of
the classrooms -exceeds the
legal limit considered safe
for classroom occupancy~

agreement concerning the terms
of rent for the house.
If i t
is similar to the one given to
Edward Godrey when he became
Dean of the •Law School, they
would say that he could stay
as long as he is connected
with the university.
Brooks,
who has been working during
the summer for the Chancellor's
office, has been reassigned
to the UMPG President.
The
President's Office reports that
Brooks has been or is being
assigned seveial small projects.
Brook's salary is $25,000 per
year.
believe he makes any more than
the $13,500 for his chemistry
position.
If the reader wishes
to further verify i t , he should
slip us the page and line
number.

A.
Not at this time, according to Phil Cheney, who is in
Q. Why is the Chemistry Departcharge of scheduling.
Woodment offering 3 general (introbury Ridley, State Inspector,
ductory) chemistry courses-reports that no legal limit
Chemical Principle (Chem 113)
has been set.
The only limit
Modern Chemistry (Chem 101);
is the recommended limit set
and General Chemistry (Chem
by the scho~l.
There were
111)--when the Chemisty faculty
many over-flowing instances at
is continuously complaining
the beginning of this month, but about being overworked? Other
Cheney states that these have
departments (Biology, Psycholobeen solved by switching
gy, History, Sociology) do not
cl·a-ssrooms.
An
Art
classroom
offer
more than one introQ.
Concerning the canceling
had seventy students in a
1ductory course.
·of Lee Baier's Milton Course
room fit for forty.
Alan
A.
The following is the answer
at Portland: would day stuSmith,
Portland
Chemisty
proprovided
by the Department of
dents have been allowed to
fessor, agreed to move out of
Physical Sciences and Engienroll in his CED section?
n~ering.
Chemical Principles
The answer given in last week's the lecture hall on the third
floor
of
Payson
Smith
in
or(Chem
113)
is for _Chemistry,
Viking implies that ~he CED
der
that
the
art
class
could
physics
and
engineering
course was the justification
There
use
that
auditorium.
majors.
Modern
chemistry
for the cancellation of his
may
be
further
instances
of
(Chem
101)
is
·
for
nursing and
Portland course, but it seems
e_xceeding the · recommended
biology majors.
General
that day students are no
limit, but they have not been
Chemistry (Chem 111) is for
longer welcome in the CED.
reported
to
Cheney.
'
education majors with a scienA.
Walter Fridinger, Directific emphasis.
While the chemQ.
In
the
State
of
Maine
tor of Public Service, reports
istry
department
feels that
"Snoop
Book"
Allan
Smith
is
that this "is not at all true.
biology
majors
have
an introcarried
both
as
Associate
ProWe don't do anything to keep
ductory
course
with
a biofessor
of
Chemistry
at
$1125
them out.
However, the fiper
month,
and
as
Faculty
logica'l
emphasis,
the
biology
nancial constraints that day
Associate
at
$1359.75
per
departme~t
.vehemently
students can not be used as
month.
Does this mean that he
disagrees.
They want their
a factor in figuring the
gets
over
$31,000
per
year,
majors
to
take
· the same chembudget makes i t appear that
istry
course
as
the chemistry
not
including
his
CED
overload?
way."
A.
This
reader
must
have
a
department.
The
latteF deFridinger listed several
different
snoop
book
t
.han
the
partment
refuses
to recommend
courses that had under the l5
that
or
incorpera
t e it.
This
Viking.
The
Associate
Profesrequired CED paying students
has
been
the
disagreement
that
sor
s~lary
is
correct
but
we
but a large enrollment of day
caused
the
furor
over
academic
can
not
find
him
listed
as
Fastudents and were therefore
freedom the past two weeks.
culty Associate.
We do not
kept on.
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y o u can get involved in that
kind of way, d emocracy is
kind of we.ak," the attorney
concluded.
The fear that if students
According to Article Two,
There will be a meeting of
registered to vote in a small
Section One of the Constituthe staff of the UMPG Cat
college town they could contion of Maine, "nor shall
Mousam Journal, 'which is the
trol the town by a student
the residence of any student
result of the merger between
voting block has been .
in a seminary of learning en· raised in the argument of
the Lighthouse and Daemon
title him to the right of
students' right of suffrage.
magazines,at 7:30 p.m.
suffrage in the city, town,
"I guess theoretically if
Tuesday, September 28 in the
or plantation where such semievery student could vote,
Student Affairs section of
~ary is established."
they would take over the
the dining hall center.
The above is one of the
town," stated Woodruff. HowAll of those interested in
arguments used by the State of
ever, in reality, he expressed the practical aspects of the
Maine for denying students who
doubt that such a ' situation
operation of a magazine,
live on or off campus the right was possible if they were
(layout, advertisement, sales,
to register to vote in their
given the right to register
and typing-IBM Selectric and
college town even though the
in the town in which they
Composer) are requested to
law only requires that in:attend this meeting. Also, a
study.
dividual has lived for six
permanent Portland editor
"First, students ar~ not
months in the town in which he
and s taf·f , are needed. Some
going to register in their
desires to register. However,
college town, and secondly,
of these above mentioned
in what the secretary of State
positions will be paid posiif they do vote there, they
and the Board of Registration
are going to be responsibe,"
tions, so, if interested, ·
deem "unusual circumstances,"
he explained.
"Students,
attend the Tuesday night
that is if the student buys a
unfortunately, are not as
meeting or send some notice
home in the town or marries a
liberal as the general
of your interest.
girl from the town, this regu. public would like to believe,"
lation can be waived, stated
the MCLU executive director
Neville Woodruff, executive
stated.
Pregnant?
director of the Maine Civil·
Liberties Union (MCLU).
Need Help?
"I suspect that most will
We will help any woman regardiess
of race, religion, age or financial
vote in their own town,"
status. We do not moralize. but
merely help women obtain qualified
stated Woodruff.
He bases his
Doctors for abortions, ii this i5
what they desire. Please do not
conclusion on the lack of calls
delay, an early abortiorl is more
simple and less costly, and can be
he received from other students
performed on an out palient basis.
wishing for legal assistance
Call:
flowers and Antiques
on the matter of voting and
residence after he took the
215 878-5800
Woman's
case of a UMPG student, Fred
Medical Anlatance
Conti, on this matter.
Conti
•
646 c...ress Sl Portl,... Mo.
8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
resides ..in Gorham, pays the
;. NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
poll tax and works in Maine
during the summer, but cannot,
by state law, register to vote
Imported by the Allens of M. s. Walker, Inc., Boston, Mass.
in Gorham.
"I am confident
that he will be permitted to
vote," said the MCLU official.
In fact, Maine Civil Liberties
is in the process of reprBsenting another UMPG student from
Massachusetts who lives in a
dormitory on the Gorham cam~
pus and whose reasons for
seeking the right to register
to vote there are less in number than Conti's. The signiIf you like the idea of
ficance of this case, for the
getting lost in nature, then
Civil Liberties Union and stucarry little, wear even
dents, is that, if won, it will
less, and lift a wineskin
establish a "class action."
full of delicious Costa
The Attorney General's
Do Sol to your hot lips
stand on the matter of resievery time you avoid
dency is based en Article Two,
stepping on an ant.
Costa Do Sol,
Section One of Maine's constiestate-bottled, vintage
tution previously cited as well
rose from Portugal.
as Chapter 7, section ~2, subThe full quart size should
section 4 of the Maine · Election
be
enough to steer you - Laws which simply s .tates that
completely
off course.
"a stu.d ent may npt establish
voting residency by . -a ttending
an educational institution."
Furthermore, according to Deputy Secretary of State~ Peter
Danburg, the Attorney Genera~
feels that the fin'al decision
in terms of residency is a m,(tter for the local area elec- · ; ,
tion officials to decide.
"Undoubtedly, there will be
legislation to change the statutes or the constitution, which
can be done only by the people," Danburg stated.
"I don't think that the
spirit of democracy is getting involved such as camVintage Rose From Portugal
paigning door to door,"
stated Woodruff.
"Unless

Student Voting
Rights Diseussed

NewUMPG
Magazine To Meet

Backpacking Juice
Costa Do Sol Rose
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PoGo PunJabs
by Michael Preston
Due to some strange Mafiatype circumstances this collection of totally unrelated
bull
(my mother told me
nevei~use dirty words in
my column) got into print.
In recent weeks this roving
reporter (discovered, uncovered,
made-up) these startling (lies,
facts):
In a recent poll of freshmen, 45% .replied in the negative, 35% in the affirmative,
and the remaining 20% were
smart enough to ask what the
question was.
Some ' days it just doesn't
pay to get out of bed anybody's bed.
In a test of the three
leading laxatives the cafeteria
coffee won hands down.
However,. a survey of doctors
revealed that they would
rather remain irregular than
drink the coffee.
Free love costs anywhere
from $1.98 to life depending
on the "inflationary" trends.
Today's column, when used
to roll your own, may be
hazardous to yo~r health.
. Eddie Beard favors Women's
Lib.
He burned his bra just
yesterday and now the Environmental Improvement Commission
is after him for polluting
the air.
The Viking is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Everybody gets nothing!!
WANTED: ready, willing, and
able people to work for the
Viking.
If your mea·surements
are in the vicinity of 36-24-36
feel free to apply.
The caf~teria is a conservative, liberal, radical organization.
The portions of food
are conservative, the taste
is liberal and the price is
radical.
While on the road digging
up these creations of a distorted mind the following
piece of mail caught up with
me~
Dear Mr. Preston
Pres. Nixon, Esquire & Coffi.
pany have thoughtfully considered your -suggestions to
defrost the freeze and tidy
up their house.
They also
w~sh to th~nk _xou for xour
cooperation in present matters
but suggest that you take .your
wallet out of the ice box since
putting it there was just an
em~ty gesture. (How the hell
did he know it was empty).
Insincerely yours,
the office of
·
Tricky-Dicky
Last and least of all is
this week's contest.
Answers
may be put in the Viking mailbox in the Union addr~ssed to
Mike's Contest. Winners may
be t printed.
The problem: John has 4
apples.
Sue has 4 pears.
Which student has the 4.0 average'?
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Mental Retardation
Course Instituted
_I

by John O'Neill
The minimum qualifications
standard of the State of Maine
for working with mental retardants is two years of high
school education.
"Therefore,
college students are at least
more than minimally qualified
to serve the retarded," stat'ed
Charles Rollins, studentinstructor of the student generated course, Scogis 104,
Mental Retardation, which has
an enrollment of 20 students.
The course is divided into
two parts; classroom work here
and field experience at Pine~
land Hospital and Traintng
Center.
The classroom work is composed of discussion of required
readings in the course and of
the field experience at the
hospital as well as the general
topics of the course.
These
topics illustrate the interdisciplinary nature of SCOGIS
104, such as in the areas of
psychology (Intelligence and
Retardation), Biology (Biology,
Bio~hemistry and Genetics in
Retardation), social welfare
(Role of thP Social Worker in
Retardation; and law (The Law
and Mental Retardation).
The
class will publish weeklyreview sheets, in a news-letter
form covering class proceedings
and any new infor~ation about
Scogis 104 of relevance to
students. When appropriate,
speakers and films will be
used in explaining a particular topic.
Those talks by
authorities in the different
fields will be open to the
general student body.
One
such speaker is Dr. Robert
Allport, the son of Dr. Gordon
Allport, the world renowned
psychologist.
"The field experience will
consist of the observation,
evaluation, and training of
retarded children with emphasis on applying the principle of operant conditioning
· in training," stated Rollins.
The student will be assigned to
retardants to work with on~
one-to-one basis.
The UMPG
student will work with Pineland
staff members to determine a
goal, such as self-feeding, ;
he wishes to observe with the
menta,lly handicapped youngster
.in his charge. , The · student
will maintaiq records of ~ th~
retardants p~ogress.
.
Rollins reason for ini ti'.ating the student generated p,rogram is two-fold.
"My first
reason is a broad academic,
reason," he stated.
The UMPG
senior described some academic
instruction as being somewhat
"sterile and hard to relate to
the real world." He wished·,
therefore, "to get something
going with field experience
through the course to make
education more meaningful."
His second reason is a
,personal one, "I became inter-

CharJes Robbins (rear center), student-instructor of
the new course on ~ental retardation, tells the enrollees
what the course i~ all about.
The course is the first to be
offered by SCOGIS.

ested in retardation and the
needs of retardants while
working at Pineland as a
psychiatric aide for a year,"
. Rollins said.
"Retardants are
one of the most neglected segments of our population," the
psychology major continued,
"and a course like this will
serve the needs of the retardants of the hospital(Pineland), of the -students and
of the University by giving .
it a name as a progressive
institution."
When asked if his attitude
has changed in any aspect of
the academic experience with
the transition from student
to the instructor' role~
Pollins stated "I appreciate
students coming to class because a lot is said that is
important.
On the first class
meeting when only half of the
expected students were present
due to communication mixups,"
he said, "as an instructor I
had a feeling of where we
were going to go course-wise
but when they (the students)
did not show up, it interferes
with the di~ection."

"You Always Do Be tt e r
At Day's' "

FREE·
-ABORTION HELP-_
If w u 11·;1111 an ahurtiun, ACT AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE
in yuur p reg nancy . YOU MAY CALL . US , ANYJII\IIE, ,
day u r ni ghL J\ll_inquiric~ arc held STRICTLY PR _l".All
AND CONFIDENTIAL

'

..· ;

O ur .-.ia lf wi ll ~ivc ,vu u fr~ ,.; anti, n.:.liahk infoi-~~1ati~Hl to ' h elp
'"" uht ;oi 11 " SAl' E AIIORTION IMMEDIATELY , INEX·
i•1: Ns1VEI. Y, ancJ witho ut · ~al'. rifki n~ the qualit y or yo ur
1111.:d ir;tl t.·:m.:. Thcv w ill arran ge .an .i p po intmcn t ror · you at a
rcl i,,hk. ~PL'l..' iali znl. ;1ppron:'d din k o r hm, p ilal in New Y ork-,
, 1,illd
h, BOARD-CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS and
ANESTIIESIOLOGISTS.

There is· absolutely JJ_cvcr a referral fee or charge for
any of our services.

(212) 935-0081
7 days a weck-24 hours a day
Travel and accom'modation information immcdiatel.Y supplied

Women's Interests and Services East, Inc.
"W.I.S.E."
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

~
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Sports
Intramural Football

...

Joint Torts 50 - TEP 18
J.T., las~year's Champion,
started their season off rolling over TEP. With Sitarz
quarterbacking, J.T. 's offense
ran very well, with , Livingston
and Boyer on the other end of
Sitarz's passes.
JT broke the
game wide open in the second
half after TEP had .held their
own in the first half.
Bob
Christie was TEP's standout
with good defense as well as
strong offense. . J. T. wil.l
be the team to beat this
season.
Vitiated Rubrics 34 Rubrics 18
The two second year law
class teams came together in
their first game, with V.R.
over their classmates in
the second half.
Scoring for
V.R. were Troiano and Holden-Thorne ran 80 yds. for the
winners after a pass interception.
Thelin, scoring for V.R. in
the last minute, put the game
away.
Cosa Nostra 41 - Tortles 36
--The first year law school
made a good showing for their
first game.
In a game of a lot
of offense from both teams
and little defense, the Cosa
Nostra, with a TD in the final
minute, came from behinq to
win. Piacentini, next to Sitarz; is the best passing
quarterback in the league.
The Piacentini to B.e rgeron
combination worked well.
Bergeron, as always, played
a great game.
The Tortles did
lead at half time with good
pass receiving from Mccallum
and Battocchi. Both· teams
could be tough in the league
if they improve their defense.
Fanta 21 - Floggers 8
A hard hitting game in
which Fanta simply ran over
the Floggers defense in the
second half.
Half time score
was 8 to 6 Floggers.
A fine
run from D. Axelson of Fanta
in the early minutes of the .
second half gave Fanta the
lead and they stayed in front
the rest of the game. Nichols
and Page played well for Fanta.
The Floggers only - score was by
DiBiase.
Fanta has thi personn~l to go all the way--~
good defense and a developing
offense.
>

NFL Predictions
by Mike Conroy
De'troi t is out to punish
some people after the opening
loss to the Vikings.
I don't
think Atlanta can keep up · with
the Lions .
. Minnesota should stop
Buffalo and O.J. cold.
Cincinnati's_ youth over
Green Bay.
The ?ackers are
gettinq older.
New Orleans should end up
winning a tight game over
·Houston.

Miami won't have too much
trouble with the New York Jets.
The Jets still need a quarterback.
San Francisco should roll
over PhildelEhia.
Baltimore over New' England.
Plunkett will be chased all
afternoon and will spend a lot
of time under people.
Los Angeles passing should
pick Chicago apart although
Butkus could have a good game.
Kansas City could have trouble with Denver but not that
much.
New York Giants have to win
the next two games to have a
chance at all.
I'll pick St ~
Louis to win though.
~Both San Diego and Pittsburgh are coming off tough
games. Barring injuries 7 I'll
pick the Chargers.
Dallas has a knack for
snatching defeat from bhe jaws
of victory but I think they'll
take this one over Washington.
Cleveland and Oakland-Another great Monday night
game--I'll stick with the
be
Browns, even though it will
a tough game.
Blanda may make
the difference in this one.

UMPG Golfers
Wallop Farmington
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Hillock kicks a field goal
for Fanta as D. Axelson holds.
The kick was good for three
points.
Fanta won 21-8.

This Week's

UMPG

Sports Sehed_u le
3 : 30 p.m.
3 :30 p.m.

3 : 30 p.m.

MONDAY
Joint Torts vs
Rubrics, Douglass St. ·
TUESDAY
Floggers vs TEP,
Douglass St.
Golf (At st. Francis)
Soccer (At Eastern
Nazarene)
WEDNESDAY
Cosa Nostra vs Vitiated Rubrics,
Douglass St .
FRIDAY
Tortles vs Fanta,
Douglass St.

3:30 p.m.
Wilson Lake was the scene
Thursday that saw the UMPG
golfers defeat the University
ECAC Golf Championof Maine at Farmington team
ship, Burlington, Vt.
with a score of 11~ to 3~.
SATURDAY
Tied for medalist were Tim
Cross country 1:00 p . m.
Fl anagan o f UMPG an d Wayne
Keene State, St.
Nelson of UMF with 74's.
Francis, and SMVTI
The results:
at Gorham campus
Tim Flanagan (UMPG) tied
Soccer_ Castleton
2 :00 p.m.
Wayne Nelson (UMF) l~ to l~.
State at Gorham .
Bob Holden (UMPG) defeated ...........11111111111111111111111111111111111
Brian Richards (UMF) 3-0.
Greg Schwabe (UMPG) deCanteen .Co. of Maine
f~,ted Ed Gayton (UMF) 3-0.
Pete Marion (UMPG) defeated Tom Ross (UMF) 3~0~
Complete Vending a_nd
Steve Hodgkins (UMF) deManual Food Service
feated George Koulongis (UMPG)
2-1.
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SAC Agenda ·
Committee member Nate Cote
reported Friday that there has
been only one resume for the
position of Student Affairs
Committee Treasurer submitted,
that of Roland Fournier, current President of the UMPG
Business Club. Today is the
last day for applications. The
committee voted to interview
Eournier at their next meeting.
The next agenda item dealt
with the procurement of office
equipment from the Observer so
that the Committee could obtain the equipment. After
brief discussion by the committee concerning the legality
of a contract made by last
year's Gorham Student Senate
President Darryl Arsenault
and the Observer for the transfer of the equipment, SAC
decided to wait for a decision
from the Observer staff as to
whether they will voluntarily
give back the equipment before
SAC takes any possible further
action.
Approval was qiven by the
Committee to advance the Cat
Mousam Journal, UMPG's ne~
literary magazine, and both
campuses' yearbooks, their
semester's share of funding
from the Student Activities
Fee:.
Further appropriations were
made to the McClellan House
($50.00) who plan to sponsor
a Gorham campus clean-up and
the history department ($50.00)
which, Under the direction of
Professors Joel Eastman and
Donald Cannon, is planning a
.history field trip.
Other business included the
._ appointment of Mike Schwartz
to confer with the bookstore
on the feasibility of having
the bookstore run a newstand
on the Gorham campus. SAC
also set up a committee to
plan and design the class rings
and appointed David Marshall
and Mary Ellen 0 1 Toole to the
ring coimnittee and delegated
them the power to jointly ·
appoint two other students.
· The committee passed a resolution that all signs on the
Gorham campus that discriminate.
among administration, faculty,
and student use of rest room
facilities to be eliminated.

for young men

Jr. Hall
for young ladies

means
fine clothes
and
friendly people
who help you

A· H. Benoit & Company
Portland• Lewiston• Bruhsw ick
Maine Mall - So. Portland

These rest rooms in Bailey Hall at Gorham were the
subject of a ~otion by the Student Affairs Committee
at its meeting on Friday.
The committee asked that no
discrimination in rest rooms be made.
Similar titled rest
rooms in Corthell Hall have already been changed.

MaeLeod Resolves Incidents
Involving Najarian, Selkin
William MacLeod, VicePresident for Academic Affairs, has announced the
results of the investigation
of the two incidents that led
him to caution the faculty
on what they say in the
classroom. Without naming
the faculty members involved
--(the names were obtained
from other sources)--MacLeod
outlined both instances.
The first instance, it
was learned from other
sources, involved Haig Najarian,
temporary chairman of the
Biology Department.
"It seems
clear to me," states MacLeod,
"that no verbal attack was
made on the colleagues of
another department."
"
What was taken ; 0 be_an attack upon .. them, continued
M~cL~od, w~s rather a cautioning rernind7r to students
to recheck their course
programs, thus to ensure
that they were taking the
specific courses that were
prerequisite to other courses
that they would be required
to take in the future."
MacLeod . then went on to
the incident involving Michael
Selkin of the English Department.
"This instance," states
MacLeod, "appec;1rs to have been
one in which a statement made
by the instructor, taken outside of the total context of
his remarks, led to a meaning
never intended by the instructor.
Concerned about what
appeared to him ko be an excessively large class for the
type of work and student-facu l ty invol v ement t h at was
necessary , he was e x pressi n g
a conce rn t ha t u nder thes e
con d itions s t udent s .might not
r eceive' th e attention . t o which
t hey were e n t itled."

The course involved was qn
English composition course for
two-year business students.
MacLeod had ordered the
English department, over its
ocjection, to offer the courses.
Three classes were offered.
The section taught by Selkin
and two other sections taught
by Torn Carper and Barbara Wolf
were being offered. Since the
initial incident, some relief
has been rnadeby rehiring
Joyce Hyrnoff to teach some of
the students in the overloaded
composition courses.
MacLeod concluded that
"there was no threat of reprisals against students by
the instructor, but rather
an expression of real concern that the size of the
class would make it difficult
for the instructor to provide eachs:udent with a sufficient amount of his time."

A professional
ABORTION that is safe,
legal &
•
•
1nexpens1ve
can be set up on an
outpatienf basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360

· 24 hours-7 days
for professiona l, confidentia l
and caring help.
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Election Dead Delays
Giving Faculty Names

SAMPLE BALLOT
The ballot for the faculty elections to be held the
first part of this week should appear something like the
following . This page can be used to assist you in voting.
You may cast as ma~y votes as there are faculty members to
be elected to each office. Write-ins are allowed.
The
campus location will not be included.
For example:
If there were 3 candidates (a, band c}
you could cast 1 vote for each or all three for a or 2 for
a and 1 for c.
Circle the number of votes you wish to cast for each
candidate.
Do not cast more votes ~han there are seats.
CANDIDATES FOR THE COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY
8 Faculty to be elected
Parker Albee
Samuel Andrews
Dorothy Dubowick
Madeline Giguere
George Hackett
Peter Holr.1es
Philip Jagolinzer
Rena . Maddox
Henry Monsen
Richard McKeil
Roger Rhodes
John Spariogle

l
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2 3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4

2·
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

l

-

CANDIDATES FOR THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
2 Faculty to be elected

I

" - - - -- ~ ~

.:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l

Bruce Allen
Charles Armentrout
Joseph Chandler
Mary Edwards
Robert McMahon
Charles O' Reilly
Ernest We eks

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

'

CANDIDATES FOR THE PROCEDURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE
4 Faculty to be elected

Leon Bien
Yves Dal'(et
Albert Fitzpatrick
Lincoln Fish
David Halperin
Rita Hammond
Elizabeth Kerr
William Slavick
Phyllis Tryon

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4·
l 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
l 2 3 4
1 2 3 4

-

CANDIDATES FOR THE STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
2 Faculty to be elected
Donald Annett
Jean Cotton
Robert Findlay
Ronald Mazer
Minor Rootes
Lloyd Slocum
Judy Stone

IFC-ISC To
Hold Meeting
The Interfraternity Council
of UMPG plans to hold a joint
meeting with the Intersorority
Council. Plans for a proposed
Greek Weekend will be dis- ·
cussed. The IFC at their last
meeting discussed the possibility of running a Basketball
League for the young kids in
the Gorham area, since such a
program does not exist at this
time.

l 2
2
l 2
l 2
l 2
l 2
l 2
1 2

l

()ONE
In South Vietnam
In some lon e ly hell
No cross to mark
The place he fell
Some on.e else
For him must speak
For he is gone
The one we seek
Foe he has proved his worth
Fighting for the land
That gave him birth.
Don Conant

27, 1971

Faculty elections will be
begun today and will end either Wednesday or Thursday.
The Viking, in attempting to
get the list of candidates so
that faculty members may have
a chance to consider their
choice, ran into strong opposition.
Al Roberge, UMPG Registrar
and Election Commissioner, refused to give the names stating the "situation" has been too
touchv in the past. He said if the
Viking had Arthur Mayo,
Assisant to the President,
give him the order to release
them he would.
Roberge was
asked how Mayo would have
the authority to tell the
Election Commisssioner what
to do, Roberge answered that
Mayo, who works with the President, has been .involved in
setting up the new government.
Mayo was contacted .Sunday
and he unsurprisingly said
that he had no authority to
tell the Election Commissioner
to do anything.
Roberge was
then called and Mayo and he .
had about a four minute telephone conversation.
When the Viking called
Roberge back he asked the
newspaper how they were going
to use the names.
The student
press informed the Election
Commissioner that it would_ b~e,,,.__~ ~----~imp~o p e r f o r the m to acc~pt
information and have the administrative source control
how it goes into the paper.
Roberge then said if the Viking
were just going to use them
"straight" that it could have
the names; if the newspaper
were going to come out editorially in favor of any candidate that he could not release
them.
The Viking again informed
Roberge that the question was
completely improper and that
it could give him absolutely
no information as to how the
story would go into the newspaper.
Roberge then asked the
Viking to call him back in an
hour. At that time the
Election Commissioner released the names saying that
he "could only hope that they
would be used right."
BULLY FOR
YOU ... IFYOU
REMEMBERED.
BUT FOR THOSE
WHO TEND TO
FORGET DATES ...

A

.... . NOTTO
FORGET YOUR
YEARBOOK

PHOTO
APPOINTMENT.

